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Eurogamer's Total War modding expert Richard Cobbett is here today to show us a few gems. Discover some of
the best Total War mods today, and learn why some of the Best New Mods are set in what GameSpot calls the
most "immersive" of the realms. Richard Cobbett has been covering games for almost as long as he's played

them, and his Total War coverage for Eurogamer has cemented his reputation as a game expert. Greg Miller: Greg
Miller can probably attest to that himself. So what are the best Total War mods these days? Medieval 2: Total War
and Total War: ARENA both provide thousands of unique units for the Total War series, and thanks to their robust
modding support there are hundreds of mods to expand the gameplay and provide new content. My guess is that
with an external camera mod, there will also be a plethora of mods that help to make Total War more cinematic.
Imagine a world where anything goes. What would it be like to visit a land in the 14th century that's more like a
lawless island in medieval times than contemporary Europe? Well, in medieval 2 Total War (medieval 2s!), the

clock is turned around. You now control a feudal kingdom on a small island with no influence over the sea, while
the nations around you continue without you. Where the originals were set in an age of transition, with the

Renaissance just upon them and the Exploration Age yet to come, the setting in medieval 2 deals with that same
era as we've moved on and they have fallen back. Only a few of the nations on the maps still face off, and most of

the quests and campaigns can be played without ever leaving the world. This makes this the perfect take on
medieval 2 for players looking to sample the Total War experience without having to take on the challenges of four

ancient civilisations and dozens of individual factions.
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